
 

 

CoinDesk Indices Seek Feedback on Modifications to its Digital Asset 
Classification Standard (DACS) and CoinDesk Market Index (CMI) 

 

April 1, 2024: CoinDesk Indices (CDI) is seeking feedback on modifications to its Digital 
Assets Classification Standards (DACS) and CoinDesk Market Index (CMI) methodologies. 
The changes are intended to transition from monthly to quarterly reconstitution schedules 
to align with other index families and narrow the focus of assets classified under DACS.  
 
Below is a summary of the proposed modifications: 
 
Proposal 1 – Reduce the number of digital assets classified within DACS from the top 500 
to the top 250 by market capitalization. The information used to classify assets in the top 
250 is generally more accessible than the assets in the bottom 250 and these protocols are 
generally more established allowing analysts to better determine their use case when 
assigning a classification. Based on the latest DACS reconstitution, the bottom 250 assets 
by market capitalization represented only 1.2% of DACS. Please see table 1 below for the 
impact of this change. 
 
Proposal 2 – Update the frequency of DACS reconstitutions from monthly to quarterly to 
align with index reconstitutions. This would ensure the latest assets are included for those 
index reconstitutions that rely on DACS. The new publication months for DACS would be 
March, June, September, and December.  
 
Proposal 3 – Update the frequency of CMI reconstitutions from monthly to quarterly. The 
new reconstitution schedule would align with other index families and continue to bring in 
new assets that qualify for CMI in a timely manner. The new effective dates would be the 
second business day of January, April, July, and October.   
 
 
Implementation Schedule:  
 
Any changes resulting from this consultation would be implemented at the next 
scheduled reconstitution after results are announced subject to CDI providing 
sufficient lead time.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 
Index Impact 
 
The table below provides a summary of indices that use DACS and/or CMI as their 
universe and the impact of the proposals described above using the latest CMI and DACS 
constituents.  
 
Table 1: Impact of Proposal 1 

Index 
Ticker Index Name Potential Index Impact? 

Impacted 
Weight1 

CMI CoinDesk Market Index Yes - smaller assets removed 0.36% 

CMIP CoinDesk Market Plus Stablecoin Index Yes - smaller assets removed 0.33% 

CPU CoinDesk Computing Index Yes - smaller assets removed 2.55% 

CNE CoinDesk Culture & Entertainment Index Yes - smaller assets removed 11.15% 

CCY CoinDesk Currency Index Yes - smaller assets removed 0.07% 

DCF CoinDesk DeFi Index Yes - smaller assets removed 6.05% 

DTZ CoinDesk Digitization Index Yes - smaller assets removed 16.05% 

SMT CoinDesk Smart Contract Platform Index Yes - smaller assets removed 0.17% 

CSC CoinDesk Stablecoin Index Yes - smaller assets removed 0.00% 

USCE CoinDesk USD Stablecoin Equal Weight Index Yes - smaller assets removed 0.00% 

CD20 CoinDesk 20 Index No - selects largest assets only 0.00% 

DLCS CoinDesk Large Cap Select Index No - selects from top 200 in DACS 0.00% 

DIGS CoinDesk Industry Group Select Equal Weight Index No - selects from top 50 in CMI 0.00% 

CMIS CoinDesk Market Select Index No - selects from top 200 in DACS 0.00% 

CPUS CoinDesk Computing Select Index  No - selects from top 200 in DACS 0.00% 

CNES CoinDesk Culture & Entertainment Select Index  No - selects from top 200 in DACS 0.00% 

CCYX CoinDesk Currency Select Ex Bitcoin Index  No - selects from top 200 in DACS 0.00% 

CCYS CoinDesk Currency Select Index  No - selects from top 200 in DACS 0.00% 

DFX CoinDesk DeFi Select Index  No - selects from top 200 in DACS 0.00% 

SCPX CoinDesk Smart Contract Platform Select Index  No - selects from top 200 in DACS 0.00% 

SCPXX CoinDesk Smart Contract Platform Select Ex ETH Index  No - selects from top 200 in DACS 0.00% 

MTVS CoinDesk Metaverse Select Index No - selects from top 200 in DACS 0.00% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 Impacted weight is calculated by taking the market capitalization of the bottom 250 digital assets in DACS, which 

would no longer qualify, divided by the total market capitalization of the index. Pricing data from March 27, 2024. 



 

 

 
 
Consultation Questions: 
 

1. Do you agree with Proposal 1 to modify the DACS universe from the top 500 to top 250 by 

market capitalization. Please provide comments if you do not agree with the proposal. 

2. Do you agree with Proposal 2 to modify the DACS reconstitution from monthly to quarterly? 

Please provide comments if you do not agree with the proposal.  

3. Do you agree with Proposal 3 to modify the CMI reconstitution from monthly to quarterly to 

align with other index families? Please provide comments if you do not agree with the 

proposal.  

4. Do you agree with the suggested implementation schedule as described above? 

 
All responses to this consultation should be sent to indexservices@coindesk-indices.com. 
This consultation will close on April 19, 2024. Once closed, the Index Committee will review 
the feedback and announce the results within 30 days. 
 
Regards, 
 
CoinDesk Indices 
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Disclaimer 

CoinDesk Indices, Inc. (“CDI”) administers various reference rates and indices (“Indices”) for use by financial institutions 

and other users. CDI does not guarantee the timeliness, accuracy or completeness of any data or information relating to 

the Indices. CDI makes no warranty, express or implied, as to the Indices or any data or values relating thereto or results 

to be obtained therefrom, and expressly disclaims all warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose with 

respect thereto. It is not possible to invest directly in an Index. Back-tested performance is not actual performance. Past 

performance is not an indication of future results. To the maximum extent allowed by law, CDI, its licensors, and its and 

their respective employees, contractors, agents, suppliers and vendors shall have no liability or responsibility whatsoever 

for any injury or damages - whether direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, punitive or otherwise - arising in connection 

with the Indices or any data or values relating thereto - whether arising from their negligence or otherwise. This document 

constitutes the provision of factual information, rather than financial product advice. Nothing in the Indices shall constitute 

or be construed as an offering of financial instruments or as investment advice or investment recommendations (i.e., 

recommendations as to whether or not to “buy”, “sell”, “hold”, or to enter or not to enter into any other transaction involving 

any specific interest or interests) by CDI or a recommendation as to an investment or other strategy by CDI. Data and other 

information available via the Indices should not be considered as information sufficient upon which to base an investment 

decision. All information provided by the Indices is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group 

of persons. CDI does not express an opinion on the future or expected value of any asset or other interest and do not 

explicitly or implicitly recommend or suggest an investment strategy of any kind. Customers should consider obtaining 

independent advice before making any financial decisions. All names, logos, and other trademarks used to identify CDI’s 

indices are owned by CDI and shall not be used in any manner without the prior written permission of CDI. This document 

and its contents may not be forwarded or redistributed without the prior consent of CDI. © 2024 CoinDesk Indices, Inc. All 

rights reserved. 
 


